DON'T FORGET

December: Thursday, in the Sociality holds in memory history meet X hooper meet William & Mary College Friday, 8. Christmas revue begins....

January: Friday, A. M., Musterless, visit Creighton for their second con-

RAMPAGING MUSKIES TO MEET MARY TOMORROW

Amass 306 Points In Five Starts

Initial Court Appearance Of Williamson "Indiana"

Today night the rampaging Musterless powerhouse—which has amassed a grand total of 306 points in its first five games—will meet newcomer to the Xavier curt, William and Mary, tomorrow evening are now near.

The contest in the second public appearance of the season, will present an

Club To Sing At W & M Game

Plans for the Cliff Club to present a short concert between halves of the basketball game of Xavier vs. William and Mary to

TWO SMOKING ROOMS TO BE OPENED SOON

To Be Utilized By Students After Christmas

Smoking rooms for the students during class hours will be available in the Science Build-
ing and in the Biology Building. After the holidays, it was announced by Rev. John J. Benson, S. J., dean of the college of liberal arts, that the rooms will be used for smoking only, he stated.

New Lecture To Be Presented By Dante Club

The Dante Club, student lecture society, is making an ad-

How To Get New Chassis Into Classy?

There once was a man who conceived the idea of building a boat. So he diligently set about the task of building his one-

ATHENAUEUM TO APPEAR FRIDAY

The first edition of the Athen-

EDUCATION

We have devised a system of building a boat. To build such a boat, one must have a solid.

WordS of Praise From "America"

With high praise and commendation, America, just-
ORCHIDS ARE in order for that long
awaited New Year's Eve party. Some
other than have risen above the "repeat
clown shoes" in that area. The Miss Muscogee Misses of South Florida, Miss
Muscogee are, and some have come forth with
a flaying of the other more cowardly pa­
ticipants. Some are of the idea that the contest is of batridic policy. As is well known, Dja.
Journal has all been revelry, and the people in
lie with the governmental plan, ac­
cuting the Holy See of being a menace
and that one would not have the public nose humming is only the first of a series to be saluted to the man who
keeps his nose out of our business. If
advertisers keep complping with Mr.
Blair, Manager's alley balls have been
in the preceding two years we'll
republish the paper. The Xavier Univer­
sity and the with the Campus Post. Part of
east Blvd. But according to the latest
truthful propaganda can be far from
true. That which is, according to
suppositions. A recent notion of a sleepy
Wally we just had by... . A Chicago
kid that asks the man with whiskers for
air for Christmas. No doubt our daily
would send news about the astrono­mer that would
star, and how one might be fall into a
lake and drowned.

The majority of the students can
have a hint about gentlemanly conduct
throughout our sacred halls with bats as
is certainly not approprate for Muskeeters.
Rather it indicates a decided lack of
thoughtfulness.

With the creation of the much needed smoking room, it is smoking in corridors will cease.
But the elimination of that wear­
ing, whisking, and thoughtless conduct
will, that must be done by: students them­

selfs. Just then the pipping voice of another
freshman was heard from the far corner
of the room, "All the difference in the
world, father."
Day Hoop League Opens With 11 Teams

Eleven teams have signed up for the new season, each quite considered capable of topping the flag. At this time however, the Muskies have given their favorite position. This formidable five includes Bill Pulman, last season's top scorer, and Kopp from the '39 All-State; "Wit" Meyer, high point man for the '39 Fosh quintet; Hugenberg and Hart, classy guards.

The Breathless Wonder, the 1940 team's inner star and leading contender. The veteran Wonder squad is led by Late, Battle, Hamner, and Beckman. The Coonhunters should improve last season's third-place standing, as they have veteran Shuches, Krekel, Nurmi, Groves, Gilman, and Welch.

Two other outfits that will have plenty of intangibles in the intramural campaign are the Crimson Wave paced by Ravensberg and Arzala, and the Satellites starring Hamner and Schoemaker. The Noodles, recuperating from the football ticket victory, will likely carry their activities from the gridiron to the court.

The remaining quintets are newcomers to the mural ranks and trouble lacking on these. But in the league where anything goes the favorite doesn't always win.

Ohio University Outscores Xavier In 69-57 Battle

After unleashing a powerful shot out of the atom-bombing fieldhouse last weekend, the Muskies now journeyed to Athens, O., to lead the veteran Bobcat quintet of Ohio U.'s new order.

Unable to find their scoring eyes the Muskies were hand-cuffed until late in the second half when they ran up thirty-two points to nine minutes thus lose to the Athenians, 69-57.

Early Lead

The Cats jumped off to an easy lead when their first four shots connected. The Muskies got their second quarter in the making made a free throw to make the score 8-9, but this was the closest the visitors could approach.

With Baumboltz and Carl Otis running wild the Cats swayed away to a 30-22 lead before the Musketeers started to hit. Billy Grasie led the Muskies with 23 points.

New Record

The Pennsylvania rout was the very uninteresting contest until it began to seem that the Muskies were almost certain to set a new record. When Jack Krueger's only basket of the game and the 100th point of the season was scored in the 76-25, the new record was announced and the crowd went wild.

At no time was Xavier even threatened. The Muskies had all their shots down for six times the Muskies had a 4 to 1 advantage over the Kentuckians. Bert Robben's 17 points and Jack Teten's 15 were the high totals for the Blue hoopeer.

Muskies To Meet W & M Indians Tomorrow Eve

(Continued from Page 1)

sophomore prospect, Ernie Brinter, 1st-year Captain Donald King and Gene Haldeman, two-year lettermen, are the main men of the Muskies defense.

The night after the Creighton and Xavier doubleheader our Blue Devil journeys to Indianapolis to meet the Butler Bulldogs, 1939 Indiana All-Stars. Last Thursday night we have the Bulldogs dropped a 39-21 decision to Indiana's Big Two all-stars, and edged out Ohio State; game of the leading Buckeye team. Butler coach Tony Hittes has nineteen lettermen returning, and expects on superior height, the spectacular shooting and rebound work of Capt. Bob Dietz and the rangy string of Roy Neal our hostees up in the top flight basketball circle. Clayton, 6' 2" senior, playing his first year of basketball, holds down the center post.

Kentucky Jan. 9

Bill Hamilton, 6' 9" senior who played opposite Xavier's Gates and Robben in high school competition, is the leading guard of the Indians.

The home game with the Kentucky Wildcats Jan. 9, should be the top-notch encounter of the tournament. The Cats five this week begins a western trek that picks them against Nebraska on Wed. and Creighton on Thurs. away; on New Year's Day the Kentucky quintet meets Indians in a Sugar Bowl Fixture.

Revised EM Point System Arranged

The revised point system for the Individual Trophy and the schedule of coming sports were announced this week at the opening of the Intramural Committee.

The Varsity X-Chall trophy will be awarded to the intramuralist with the highest total of points according to this system:

4 New Rules

(1) Each member of a team winning an “all-league” tournament will receive seven (7) points; each member of the runner-up in an “all-league” tournament will receive three (3) points.

(2) Each member of a team winning any league title will receive five (5) points.

(3) Any basketball unit winning an individual tournament will receive five (5) points; runner-up in an individual tournament will receive two (2) points.

(4) Two (2) points will be awarded any player receiving a special award granted by the I-M Board. These will include mention on an All-Star team, highest scoring total in any sport, etc.

Several Tournaments

According to the 1940 plan basketball, which began on Dec. 16, will continue through Jan. 25 and February; the Free Throw tournament will be staged late in February; volleyball; competition will start early in March; handball and ping pong will be scheduled to begin the last week in March; and the spring softball leagues will be formed in April.

FL. LYNN RETURNS FROM CONFERENCE

The Rev. Laurens J. Lynch, S.J., dean of freshmen, returned Friday after an absence of over two weeks. With the Rev. John J. Benson, S.J., dean, he attended the Deans meeting of the Chicago, New Orleans and Missouri Province, held in Chicago the latter part of November. Various questions concerning curriculum, tests, courses, and other problems of a college were discussed.

1935 Ohio Champions

In the closing game of the 1935 basketball campaign Xavier came from behind to edge out Columbus University, 23-20, then take the Ohio loop crown for the second year in a row. Led Captains Leo Back and Russ Sweeney, the X boys copped fourteen titles, while losing only three this year, one to Notre Dame and one to Ohio State.

From The Press Box

BY FRANK GORMAN

With the tension of trying to maintain a winning streak of their mind, the Muskies can set their egos and play good basketball from here on in. And they'll have to play very good ball to prevent any league prospects. All three are veteran outfits, and Butler is exceptionally strong, as shown by their three-point lead over Indiana U., Big Ten title holders.

The Muskies may also be called on to do a little Brownie-bouncing Saturday night, but if that hasn't broken in the dailies before you read this, we've probably wrong.

Our sympathies go out to the official scorer at Ohio U., who had to keep up with a 50-point barrage in nine minutes, put on by X and the Athenians last Sat­urday. It's quite a job to score an ordinary game (see Griffin and Brekine, Neu statistics), without at­tempting to record five points per minute.

Pro-s並將 dope on 1-M basketball leagues give the edge to Bill Pulman's 1-M Pro, sometimes known as the Thundering Herd, in the Day League, and call the Dorm League a toss-up between Dormies and Foglins.

Dissension in the ranks of the Fosh hoop team, and as a result four basketteers have dropped from the squad. Ed Donelan, one of the referees, is citing the Dorm Flashies, intramural quint. Ed tallied 23 points Sunday to take individual mural scoring honors.

Seven of the Creighton Blue Jays were All-State men in their high school days. Four of the Muskies were All-American at Loyola Tournament.

DUGALSHOES

$3.95 $5.00

You'll be the "All Smiles" too, when your feet celebrate this holiday season in those ultra-smart, sleek-smooth shoes.

DUGALSHOES

$3.95 $5.00

And Speaking of Christmas . . .

Our gift selections for those "Special People" on your list.

DUGALSHOES $5.00

Douglas 4 yrs. for 11

Genuine Hamburg $2.95

In Cincinnati

530 Vine Street (Near 5th Street)
1105 Main Street, (Near Central Parkway)
Dean Addresses CSMC Members

Speaking on "Catholic Rural Life" the Rev. Owen J. Enquist, R. J., Xavier's dean of men and instructor in history, addressed nearly 350 members of the Catholic Student Mission Crusade, Sunday in the Mary G. Lodge Reading Room.

The occasion was the regular meeting of the Greater Cincinnati Local Conferences of the CSMC, presided over by Miss Margaret Kienan of Our Lady of Cincinnati College. Led by chairman Leonard W. Kuehnle, the Xavier delegates were hosts for the afternoon.

It was announced at the meeting that a CSMC-sponsored national ecumenical contest would be conducted during Lent and that the first prize would be an all-expense trip to Rochester, New York, some of the coming national CSMC convention.

CHASSIS LARGER THAN ENTRANCE

(Continued from Page 2)

The list of candidates is as follows:


The seventh annual reunion of Kentucky alumni and undergraduates will be held in Louisville on Thursday, January 2, in the French Village Restaurant at 6:30 p. m. Rev. Collett J. Steiner, S. J., president of the university, will be the guest of honor.

As a special attraction, color movies of the Centennial ceremonies will be shown, and a transcription of the Centennial broadcast will be played. John E. Snyder, '34, secretary of the Xavier Club of Louisville, will be in charge of arrangements.

The motor class demonstration was conducted during Lent and that the first prize would be an all-expense trip to Rochester, New York, some of the coming national CSMC convention.

Chass Lasser Than Entrance

(Continued from Page 2)

The list of candidates is as follows:


The seventh annual reunion of Kentucky alumni and undergraduates will be held in Louisville on Thursday, January 2, in the French Village Restaurant at 6:30 p. m. Rev. Collett J. Steiner, S. J., president of the university, will be the guest of honor.

As a special attraction, color movies of the Centennial ceremonies will be shown, and a transcription of the Centennial broadcast will be played. John E. Snyder, '34, secretary of the Xavier Club of Louisville, will be in charge of arrangements.

"THE END"

Submit Record Number Of Essays For Contest

Over Seventy-Five Vte For Intercolligate Honors

With an announcement by Dean John J. Benson, 6. J., Fri
day, that over seventy-five stu
dents had submitted papers in the Jesuit Intercolligate Essay Contest, Xavier can boast of the largest response to the tradition
test contest in many years.

T he program was all done with an appeal to three subjects: "American Catholics and Democracy," a special board consisting of members of the faculty will select the three best Xavier papers and will forward them to St. Louis where another board will select the intercolla
giate winners.

In addition to Xavier, eight other colleges in the Missouri and Chicago Jesuit Provinces will be represented in the con

 averaged 200 membe

University, Omaha; John Carroll University, Cleveland; and Mar
nette University, Milwaukee.

Last year Xavier had two rep
resentatives placed in the first tier, John J. Brown and Jerome
M. Graham, former editors respectively of the Neus and the Athena.

Participants in the competition this year, according to Register. Ray J. Fellinge, are the follow
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